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ABSTRACT: This study reports on the ultralubricity of a high-
temperature resilient nanocomposite WS2/a-C tribocoating. The coefficient
of friction of this coating remains at around 0.02 independently of a
thermal treatment up to ∼500 °C, as confirmed by high-temperature
tribotests. Moreover, the coating annealed at 450 °C keeps exhibiting a
similar ultralubricity when cooled back down to room temperature and
tested there, implying a tribological self-adaptation over a broad
temperature range. High-resolution TEM observations of the tribofilms
on the wear track unveil that WS2 nanoplatelets form dynamically via
atomic rearrangement and extend via unfaulting geometrical defects
(bound by partial climb dislocations). The (002) basal planes of the WS2 nanoplatelets, reoriented parallel to the tribo-sliding
direction, contribute to a sustainable ultralubricity. The declining triboperformance beyond 500 °C is associated with sulfur loss
rather than the transformation of WS2 into inferior WO3 via oxidation as suggested earlier. This self-adaptive WS2/a-C tribocoating
holds promise for a constant ultralubrication with excellent thermal performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Adaptive chameleon-like tribocoatings are a new class of smart
materials that are designed to adjust their surface chemical
composition and structure in response to dynamic changes in
the working environment.1,2 Such coatings exhibit automatic
structural and chemical self-adaptations to the ambient
multienvironments (e.g., vacuum, dry−humid air, and room-
elevated temperature) to reduce friction and wear over
extended ranges of cycled environmental conditions. The
surface chemistry of adaptive tribocoatings dynamically
transforms in contact areas to produce specific lubricious
phases in response to an immediate operational environment.1

Such chameleon-like tribocoatings could promote aerospace
innovations that were previously frustrated by the lack of
available lubricants capable of functioning in extreme environ-
ments.
For high-temperature tribological applications, there are

many candidate materials,3−5 such as layered transition-metal
dichalcogenides (TMDCs, e.g., MoS2, WS2, and MoSe2),
graphite, and amorphous diamond-like carbon (DLC or a-C)
films,6−10 which have been reported to operate functionally
with the lowest friction and wear rates generally below 300 °C
but lose their lubricating characteristics at higher temperatures
because of oxidation-induced degradation.10−13 Some other
temperature-adaptive lubricating materials allowing for dif-
fusion-based and/or oxidation-based mechanisms can be
potentially used over multiple thermal cycles in microlaminate

architectures;1,5,11,13−18 their metal or transition-metal sub-
oxides including the so-called Magneĺi phases (e.g., TiOx,
MoOx, VOx, and WOx) are suitable as middle temperature
range lubricants.11,12,19,20 Ceramic-enhanced coatings (partic-
ularly when comprising Ag) have been found to further lift the
temperature threshold; yet, they generate higher coefficient of
frictions (CoFs) (>0.2−1).13,16,17,21,22
Moreover, most tribocoatings are temperature dependent

and thus only offer lubrication in a certain range of elevated
temperature.23−25 For instance, both the first-generation
temperature-adaptive PbO−MoS2 coatings and a YSZ−Ag−
Mo−MoS2 coating developed in the following become abrasive
after heating.1 Similarly, some binary compounds such as
CuO−MoO3 and Ag2O−MoO3 can produce lubricious double
oxides over the range of 25−800 °C26,27 but fail to maintain
ultralubricity when the surface is cooled to room temperature
because of the formation of abrasive oxidized compounds.
Thus, one major hurdle in these chameleon-like tribocoatings
is the reversibility of their lubrication over multienvironmental
cycles.
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Up to now, the high-temperature tribological behavior has
been mainly evaluated at discrete temperatures, while few
coatings can survive well through a temperature ramp heating.
For instance, a TiC/a-C:H nanocomposite coating that is
thermally stable to 350 °C failed at a much lower ramping
temperature of 210 °C,28 and MoCN−Ag coatings exhibited a
rather unstable frictional behavior during ramping to 700
°C.15,24 Thus, the hypothesis that the coatings show a stably
low CoF over a broad temperature range has still not been
sufficiently validated.
Therefore, self-adaptive coatings with thermally reversible

surface chemistry and sustained ultralubricity in a broad
temperature range are in urgent demand. Among appealing
lubricants, WS2 surpasses others owing to its unique
anisotropic crystal structure, i.e., hexagonal units wherein
layers of tungsten atoms are sandwiched in-between layers of
sulfur atoms. The W−S bond in one sheet is covalent, but
different sheets are stacked by weak Van der Waals forces. One
of the favorable properties invariably connected to WS2 is that
the crystal is easily cleaved and sheared (τ = 1−2 MPa)
between the (002) basal layers.1 Materials shearing readily at
high temperatures are abrasive under the conditions where
TMDCs are unparalleled as solid lubricants.1 This implies that
the high-temperature tribocapacity of WS2-based coatings is
still far from being fully exploited. The mechanical properties
of WS2 can be further tailored by introducing a compliant
amorphous carbon (a-C) matrix to generate a high density of
interphase regions that lend support to crack deflection,
cessation of columnar growth, and protect WS2 from
oxidations.29 This study reports on the synthesis, the
ultralubricity, and failure mechanism of a WS2/a-C coating
that self-adapts to temperature changes and has the potential
to provide steady high-temperature ultralubrication for aero-
space applications.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
2.1. Preparation of the WS/a-C Coating. Nanocomposite WS2/

a-C coatings were deposited on both single crystal silicon (100)
wafers (525 ± 25 μm thickness) and M2 high-speed steel (HSS) via a
TEER UDP400/4 closed-field unbalanced magnetron sputtering
system. The coatings on silicon wafers were prepared for micro-
structure observations, and the ones on HSS were made for high-
temperature tribotests. The sputtering system was configured with
one Cr target (99.5% purity), one graphite target (99.99% purity),
and two WS2 targets (99.9% purity) opposite to each other in the Ar
plasma. The two magnetrons for the Cr and graphite targets were
powered by a Pinnacle 6/6 kW double-channel DC power supply
(Advanced Energy), and the other two magnetrons for the WS2
targets were powered by a Pinnacle Plus 5/5 kW double-channel
pulsed DC (p-DC) power supply (150 kHz, 70% duty cycle,
Advanced Energy). All of the power supplies for sputtering were
operated in the current control mode and set at 0.5 A (1.5 A) for the
WS2 (graphite) targets. The substrates were ultrasonically cleaned in
acetone three times before being mounted vertically on a carousel
holder rotating at 3 rpm in front of the targets and then subjected to
Ar plasma etching for 20 min at −400 V bias voltage (p-DC mode,
250 kHz, and 87.5% duty cycle) to remove surface contamination. A
∼300 nm thick Cr interlayer was first deposited to facilitate the
interfacial adhesion between the coating and substrate. The coating
was about 2 μm thick. The base pressure of the chamber prior to
deposition was 3−5 × 10−4 Pa. No additional substrate heating was
applied during deposition.
2.2. Characterization of the WS2/a-C Coating. Thermogravi-

metric analysis (TGA) was conducted on a TGA/SDTA851e
Analyzer (Mettler-Toledo). The samples were heated in an Al2O3
crucible from 30 to 800 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C min−1 under a

flow of air and N2, respectively (30 mL min−1). Energy-dispersive X-
ray spectroscopy (EDS, Octane Silicon Drift Detector, EDAX) with
an accelerating voltage of 20 kV in a Philips XL30 E-SEM was
employed to estimate the chemical composition of the coatings before
and after annealing treatment. EDS results were averaged by
accumulating the signal from the same spot size (1000×
magnification) for 100 s; three spots were randomly chosen on
each sample.

The grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GI-XRD) spectra were
collected from 5° to 80° with a PANalytical X’Pert MRD
diffractometer to determine the phases of the coatings, using 2°
incident angle in parallel beam geometry with a step size of 0.0025°
and a collection time of 100 s per step. Raman spectra on the wear
tracks were acquired with a Thorlabs HNL setup equipped with a
HeNe laser (632.8 nm) at 1−2 mW power in the range of 200−2000
cm−1; each spectrum was the sum of 100 scans.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was employed to
investigate the surface stoichiometry and gain insight into the types
of chemical bonds present in the coatings after different treatments;
we used a Surface Science SSX-100 ESCA instrument with a
monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source (hν =1486.6 eV). During data
acquisition, the pressure in the measurement chamber was kept at 2 ×
10−7 Pa. The electron take-off angle with respect to the surface normal
was 37°; the analyzed area was 1000 μm in diameter, and the total
energy resolution was 1.16 eV. The XPS spectra were analyzed using
the least-squares curve-fitting program (Winspec, developed at the
LISE laboratory of the University of Namur, Namur, Belgium).
Deconvolution of the spectra included a Shirley background
subtraction and fitting with a minimum number of peaks consistent
with the chemical structure of the sample. The uncertainty in the peak
intensity determination was 2% for the core levels reported.

The hardness and elastic modulus of the composite coatings were
measured by the MTS Nano indenter XP equipped with a Berkovich
diamond tip. The indentation depth was fixed at 200 nm, i.e., to
approximately 10% of the coating thickness, to avoid the influence of
the substrate. Tribotests were run for 5000 laps (unless catastrophic
failure occurred) using a pin-on-disk high-temperature tribometer
(CSM Instruments) against a Φ6 mm Si3N4 ceramic ball; the high-
temperature tests were conducted in ambient air (relative humidity,
RH, 55%) with the sliding speed set to 10 cm s−1 (wear track diameter
of 15−18 mm) under a normal load of 5 N. For comparison, the
tribological performance of the same coating at room temperature was
examined in dry air (RH, 5−7%) and humid air (RH, 55%) against the
Φ6 mm 100Cr6 steel ball at 5 N load.

A focused ion beam (FIB, FEI Helios G4) microscopy was
employed to slice a TEM lamella at the center of the wear track in situ
tribotested at the temperature of 450 °C and of the sample
preannealed at the 450 °C for 1 h in air to compare the oxidation
effects. Before milling, two protective Pt layers were deposited using
electron and ion beams sequentially to reduce the Ga ion irradiation
damage on the top surface of interest. The microstructure of the
coating, tribofilms, and wear tracks was investigated by analytical high-
resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM, JEOL
2010F-FEG, operated at 200 kV), scanning electron microscopy
(SEM, Philips XL30 E-SEM), and optical microcopy (Olympus
VANOX-T).

3. RESULTS

3.1. Microstructure. Figure 1 shows the microstructure of
the as-deposited WS2/a-C coating, which exhibits ultrashort
(2−3 nm) WS2 nanocrystallites randomly distributed in an
amorphous carbon (a-C) matrix. The diffraction halo in the
selective area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern (inset of
Figure 1) confirms the primarily amorphous nature of the
composite coating because of a relatively high carbon content
(C: 34.2 atom %; O: 2.3 atom %; S: 35.9 atom %; W: 37.6
atom %, see Table 1).
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3.2. Tribological Behavior. Figure 2a shows that the
coating has both low CoFs in humid air (0.098) and dry air
(0.021) at room temperature, and the corresponding
lubrication mechanisms under these same conditions were
detailed in elsewhere.29−31 A striking result is displayed in
Figure 2b, which shows the tribological behavior under
continuously ramping heating process from 100 to 500 °C.
The CoF remains lower than 0.02 (even lower than that in
room-temperature testing shown in Figure 2a) over the whole
temperature range, evidencing a chameleon tribological
response independent of the thermal treatment. In particular,
in the temperature range of 150−200 °C, the CoF even
reaches values indicative of superlubrication (<0.01).
Concerning triboapplications at high temperatures, Figure

S1 shows the triboperformance at 100, 200, 400, 450, 500, and
600 °C. The CoF at 100 °C (where water molecules
evaporate) over 5000 sliding cycles is 0.043. Heating to
temperatures above 100 °C will lead to drying of the
atmosphere around the testing pin, thereby ruling out the
detrimental effect of humidity in increasing the friction, and
one hence expects a lower CoF than 0.1 deduced under humid
conditions (55% RH) from the room temperature data shown
in Figure 2a. The CoF further decreases to 0.016 at 200 °C
and then stabilizes at around 0.02 at both 400 and 450 °C. For
an even higher temperature (500 °C), the coating also has an
ultralow initial CoF of below 0.02 during the first 1500 sliding
laps. However, CoF starts to increase to 0.1 at around 2000
laps, and after 3000 laps, the CoF further rises to 0.6, which is
deemed as a failure for DLC-based coatings owing to a direct
metal contact. At 600 °C, the coating exhibits an instant
catastrophic failure in <30 laps. Figure S2 shows the SEM
micrographs of the morphology of wear tracks tested at 100,
200, 400, and 450 °C: at 100 and 200 °C, the wear tracks are
very superficial, with some thin tribofilms adhering tightly to

the wear tracks. In the wear track of the sample tested at 400
°C, some bubbles or peel-off can be observed. The wear track
becomes deeper at 450 °C, and even thicker top tribolayers are

Figure 1. HR-TEM image showing the amorphous character of the
as-deposited WS2/a-C coating: ultrashort WS2 nanoplatelets are
randomly distributed in an amorphous carbon matrix. The inset with
the SAED pattern shows a halo ring.

Table 1. Chemical Composition of WS2/a-C Coatings before and after Annealing to Different Temperatures as Deduced from
EDS analysis

sample no. composition (atom %) S/W decomposition ratea

C O S W

as-deposited coating 34.2 ± 0.5 2.3 ± 0.5 35.9 ± 0.5 27.6 ± 0.5 1.30
annealed at 200 °C 34.6 ± 0.8 2.5 ± 0.5 35.5 ± 0.6 27.4 ± 0.5 1.30 1.1%
annealed at 400 °C 25.3 ± 0.8 24.0 ± 0.5 25.3 ± 0.5 25.4 ± 0.6 0.99 29.6%
annealed at 450 °C 25.7 ± 0.5 25.5 ± 0.5 25.8 ± 0.5 23.0 ± 0.5 1.12 28.2%
annealed at 500 °C 8.0 ± 1.2 52.2 ± 1.0 1.6 ± 0.5 38.2 ± 1.1 0.04 95.5%
annealed at 600 °C 6.5 ± 0.7 53.5 ± 1.0 1.4 ± 0.5 38.6 ± 0.6 0.04 96.1%

aThe decomposition rate is based on the loss of S.

Figure 2. Tribological performance of the WS2/a-C coating under
different testing conditions: (a) tested at room temperature in dry air
(5% RH) and ambient air (55% RH) for comparison, (b) tested while
continuously increasing the temperature from 100 to 500 °C in
ambient air (55% RH), and (c) tested at room temperature in dry air
(5% RH) with the WS2/a-C coating annealed at 450 °C for 1 h. The
insert reveals an ultralow CoF < 0.025 achieved after only 100 laps
and maintained for 5000 laps.
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found closer to the wear edges (see Figure S2h). Figure S2
confirms that all the coatings survive and stay intact during
tribo-sliding below 450 °C, but the coating fails after sliding
3000 laps when tested at 500 °C, and it immediately fails when
tested at 600 °C. Figure S3 shows that the residual coating is
fractured after testing at 500 °C (>3000 laps) in both the
untouched regions and the wear track, indicating coating
failures. Thus, it can be concluded that the WS2/a-C coating
can tribologically survive intact up to a temperature of ∼450
°C, which is much higher than the reported degrading
temperature of a sputtered pure WS2 film of 300 °C.12

To evaluate the thermal damage tolerance, the coating
annealed at 450 °C for 1 h in air was tribotested, and the result
is shown in Figure 2c. The same level of ultralow CoF of 0.025
was reached after sliding 100 laps and maintained thereafter. In
particular, the ultralow steady-state CoFs measured over 5000
laps (see Figure 2b,c) suggest that the oxides formed on the
surface during the thermal treatment do not degrade the
tribological properties. It should be pointed out that the
thickness of the oxides is estimated much larger for the
postannealed sample (450 °C for 1 h) than those tribotested
continuously in situ because of wear, but they all exhibit similar
tribological behavior (all CoFs are close to 0.02, as shown in
Figures S1a−d and 2b,c). In fact, the SEM images of the wear
track of a WS2/a-C coating annealed at 450 °C for 1 h in
Figure 3 show that loose parts of the coating, which apparently
formed during the annealing, slide away rapidly (<100 laps),
and a thin adhesive tribofilm seems to have dynamically

accumulated in the center of the wear track (Figure 3c), similar
to what was observed during in situ tests (see Figure S2).
In summary, Figures 2, 3, S1, and S2 present evidence for a

tribological adaptation of WS2/a-C nanocomposite coating to
temperature changes in a wide range of 25−450 °C and
maintaining an ultralow CoF of ∼0.02.

4. DISCUSSION
From Figure 4, where the highlighted CoFs deduced from our
tribotests are compared with the literature data of tests

performed at temperatures spanning from 25 to 800 °C, we
can deduce that the high-temperature triboperformance up to
500 °C of the present WS2/a-C coating investigated here is
probably superior to all tribocoatings reported so
far.6−9,11,13−22,28,32

The key question is what is the real driving force for such a
good triboperformance of the WS2/a-C coating both during a
ramped up heating and after annealing to 450 °C. To achieve
adaptive reversibility over temperature cycles, one conven-
tional route is to introduce a multilayered microarchitecture17

to ensure that some lubricious phase is preserved in its as-
deposited state for later replenishing; this clearly does not
apply to the homogeneous isotropic WS2/a-C nanocomposite
coating here. Hence, new lubricating mechanisms must be at
play and three points remain to be answered in this study:

• How is the reversibility adaptation to elevated temper-
atures achieved in the coating?

• Why does the coating fail to function above 500 °C?
• Why is an ultralow CoF of 0.02 maintained during the

whole sliding process?

4.1. Reversible Triboadaptation to Temperature
Change. To unravel the microstructure evolution of the
tribofilm formed in different areas on the wear track of the
WS2/a-C coating after tribotesting at 450 °C (see Figure
S2g,h), a TEM lamella was prepared by cutting across the
border of the areas A and B, as illustrated in Figure 5a. Figure
5b shows the overview of the cross-sectional lamella,
presenting a tribofilm with variable thickness formed on the
wear track. The close-up views of the cross section of areas A
and B, shown in Figure 5c,d, respectively, reveal that the flat
area A is covered by a thin layer of tribofilm (20−50 nm),

Figure 3. SEM image of the wear track of a WS2/a-C coating
annealed at 450 °C for 1 h: (a) low-magnification overview, (b) the
close-up view of the side edge of the wear track shows debris
accumulated during the test, and (c) the center part of the wear seems
to dynamically accumulate a tribofilm.

Figure 4. Comparisons of CoFs of this work with the literature on
tribotests performed at temperatures spanning from 25 to 800 °C: the
WS2/a-C coating (see highlighted values) exhibits ultralow CoFs from
25 °C (dry air) to 500 °C. Note that 100 °C is a critical temperature
for removing the effect of humidity, and CoF jumps to >0.1 after 2000
laps of sliding at 500 °C for the investigated WS2/a-C coating.
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while the uneven area B presents a much thicker tribofilm (up
to ∼200 nm).
Figure 6a presents the overview HR-TEM image of area A in

Figure 5 and confirms that the tribofilm formed on the A area

of the wear track (tested at 450 °C) is about 40 nm thick, with
no voids or cavities at the interface between the tribofilm and
the untouched part of the coating. Figure 6b−d shows the
close-up views of the top, center, and bottom region of the
tribofilm; all show extended crystalline WS2(002) planes that
are perfectly parallel to the sliding direction. The interlamellar
c-plane spacing between the WS2 planes in Figure 6c was ∼6.5
Å, which is slightly larger than the indexed 6.18 Å lattice

spacing of WS2(002) basal planes (JCPDS no. 008-0237),
indicating that the WS2 layers are slightly expanded.33 Note
that such thick, long-range, almost fully well-aligned WS2
platelets have rarely been reported in earlier studies,5,34

where most often only a few nanometer thick layers of such
platelets were observed. In addition, previous studies35,36

suggested that amorphous TMDC platelets gradually crystal-
lize from the bottom of the wear track and only become fully
crystalline in the outmost part of the tribofilm in direct contact
with the counterpart; in other words, these works describe a
gradient of crystallinity in the layer, from amorphous to
crystalline. In contrast, Figure 6a shows a predominantly
crystalline tribofilm throughout its entire thickness of about 40
nm on top of the unaffected amorphous coating. In particular,
Figure 6d gives evidence for WS2(002) basal planes aligned
with the sliding direction directly at the interface. We can
therefore speculate that the formation of such aligned platelets,
which must have taken place during an extremely short
running-in period, is responsible for the rapid decrease in the
CoF from >0.1 to 0.02 (see Figure S1d). Put differently, the
coating reacts with an instant self-adaptive tribological
response to the high-temperature sliding under frictional
contact by forming lubricating tribolayers.
The HR-TEM images in Figure 7 present instead the

microstructure of tribofilms in the uneven area B marked in
Figure 5a. The 200 nm thick tribofilm shown here was
thermally oxidized: Figure 7a shows that in the top part,
WO3(002) planes with a d-spacing of 3.8 Å tend to be nearly
parallel to the sliding direction, similarly as the WS2(002)
planes, which can also be distinguished in the micrograph.
Note that the transition-metal oxides such as WO3, WxO3x−1,
and WxO3x−2 also possess a layered structure and are
recognized as potential solid lubricants (CoF about 0.2−
0.3),12,37−39 although less effective than WS2 (<0.05) in
vacuum or dry air. For instance, for a Ti−WS2 film tested in
humid ambient air, Scharf et al.12 ascribed the CoF of 0.18 as
approximately halfway between pure WS2 (∼0.1) and WO3
(0.3).
Figure 7b shows a mixture of WS2 and WO3 nanocrystallites,

indicating that the tribofilm is partially oxidized. However, the
average CoF measured at 450 °C (and also at the early stage of
testing at 500 °C) in this study was surprisingly low, 0.02 (see
Figure S1d,e), suggesting that the WS2 phase is the main
contributor to the ultralubricative behavior below 500 °C. In
contrast, the tribo/thermal oxidation-induced WO3 phase
played a minor role as no worsening of the CoF was observed.
In fact, Figure 3b proves that thick, loosely bonded thermal
oxide is removed rapidly from the wear track, and new WS2
arising from the bulk coating appears to restock the lubricants
(Figure 3c).
It should be noted that the initial partial oxidation and

successive removal of the oxidized phase are a dynamic process
throughout the continuous sliding at 450 °C, i.e., the oxidation
of the top layer and its removal proceed simultaneously as
testified to by some sudden intermittent spikes in the CoF
curve up to 0.045 followed by rapid drops to low values again
<0.02 during ∼900 sliding laps (Figure S1d). These spikes
indicate that thin oxidized layers that slightly increase the
friction are temporarily present. Moreover, Figure 7c shows
that also WO3 with perpendicular orientation to the bottom
bulk coating is present; this could lead to a reduced adhesion
and an easy removal of the thermal oxides. Substantial amounts
of tiny whitish particles are observed both inside and outside

Figure 5. SEM images of a TEM lamella cut with a FIB from the wear
track of a WS2/a-C coating tribotested at 450 °C: (a) location and (b)
overview of the TEM lamella. Cross-sectional close-up views of (c)
the flat area A with an intact tribofilm and (d) the uneven area B with
an oxidized tribofilm marked in (a). Note that before FIB slicing,
protective Pt layers were deposited by electron beam and ion beam
sequentially to avoid damage.

Figure 6. Cross-sectional HR-TEM images of the intact tribofilm
formed on the flat area A marked in Figure 5a revealing a full
reorientation of WS2(002) basal planes parallel to the sliding
direction: (a) overview of the tribofilm and (b−d) close-up view of
the top, middle, and bottom region, respectively, as marked in (a).
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the wear track and corroborate the removal of the thermal
oxides as debris (see Figures 3a,b and S2g,h). It should be
pointed out that Figure 5d confirms that an about >1 μm thick
coating is left below the oxidized layer on the wear track after
in situ testing at 450 °C, and it is this coating that is supposed
to continue to tribologically function at room temperature after
cooling back down.
To further unravel the effect of oxidation, a TEM lamella

was also cut by FIB from the sample annealed at 450 °C for 1
h; the corresponding HR-SEM and HR-TEM images are
shown in Figure 8. Although the thermally oxidized layer on

top of the coating could be as thick as 330 nm (Figure 8a), it
was completely absent from the wear track after only 100 laps
leading to ultralubrication (see Figure 2c). The removal of the
oxidized layer does not compromise the integrity of the coating
(about 1.6 μm thick as-deposited coating remains unaffected
below the oxides, as shown in Figure 8a), which is also verified
in the postannealing tribotest (see Figure 3a,b). We can
therefore explain the results of the in situ tribotest, by
assuming that much thinner oxidized layers (e.g., ∼200 nm on
the area B as revealed in Figure 6c) are more readily cleared

away after formation, and their removal paves the way for
replenishment of new WS2 crystallites from the underlying
bulk coating (see the center part of the wear track in Figure
3c). HR-TEM images of the top (Figure 8c) and the center
(Figure 8d) of the oxidized layer confirm a homogeneous
microstructure consisting of only WO3 nanocrystallites
embedded in the a-C matrix and with no WS2 phase formed,
which is different from the mixture of WS2 and WO3 shown in
Figure 7, and suggests that when only heating without sliding,
the WS2(002) lubricating phase tends not to form.
Further confirmation of the presence of these phases comes

from the SAED patterns shown in Figure S4. Figure S4a−c
presents the SAED patterns of the intact thin tribofilm (a) and
the partially oxidized tribofilm (b) along the cross section of
the coating tribotested at 450 °C, as detailed in Figure 5. In
contrast to the amorphous halo rings shown in the inset of
Figure 1, Figure S4a shows that the top-most part of the intact
tribofilm presents strong diffraction features of nanocrystalline
WS2 with a clear basal plane (002) orientation (two sharp
symmetrical diffraction spots) along the sliding direction, in
agreement with ref 5. Other WS2 planes, such as (004), (103),
(006), (200), and (205), also exist. In Figure S4b, the intensity
of the WS2(002) diffraction feature starts to dim in the
oxidized layer part, and several rings assigned to WO3 appear.
WO3 peaks dominate in the 330 nm thick-oxidized layer after
annealing at 450 °C for 1 h, as shown in Figure S4c, which is in
line with the HR-TEM images in Figure 8c,d. It should be
pointed out, however, that Figure 8d seems to indicate that
surrounding the dichalcogenide phase by the a-C matrix may
mitigate the oxidation as compared to pure WS2 films because
the DLC matrix can act as a thermal and oxygen diffusion
barrier. This could explain the increase in the tribological
temperature threshold to ∼500 °C, which is about 200 °C
higher than the one reported for pure WS2 films.12

The present findings of sustained ultralubrication (CoF <
0.02) up to 500 °C and reversible ultralubrication after
subjecting the coating to 450 °C annealing (with 330 nm thick
thermally oxidized layer) are very striking compared to what
was previously reported for temperature adaptive tribocoatings.
Each of these lubricious phases in the coatings studied hitherto
only guarantees lubrication in a certain temperature range.
Some studies directly introduced transition-metal oxides (e.g.,
MoO3 and WO3)

21,30 as potential high-temperature lubricants
by employing Mo or W, alloying ingredients to favor diffusion
toward the outer surface where a higher oxygen potential
exists. The oxides formed replenish the consumed lubricious
layer of low shear strength to mitigate friction.39 However, in
terms of friction, these attempts are not always satisfactory as
molybdenum or tungsten oxides on the surface though slightly
lowering the CoF to 0.5 at 500 °C, sometimes leading to

Figure 7. Cross-sectional HR-TEM images of the uneven oxidized tribofilm on the area B marked in Figure 5a: (a) top region, (b) middle region,
and (c) bottom region of the tribofilm, indicating a mixture of WS2 and WO3 nanocrystallites formed in situ during sliding at 450 °C.

Figure 8. (a) HR-SEM image of the cross section of WS2/a-C coating
annealed at 450 °C for 1 h in the air cut out by FIB, which shows a
330 nm thick oxidized layer on the top of the unaffected underlying
coating. (b) TEM image of the cross section of the oxidized layer.
HR-TEM images showing a high density of newly formed WO3(002)
nanocrystallites in the oxidized layer: (c) top part and (d) middle part
as marked in (b). Note that no WS2(002) planes were observed
contrarily to the oxidized tribofilm shown in Figure 7.
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unexpectedly high CoFs (0.8−1.0) at ambient temperature.20

Similar results were reported for a MoN coating by Zhu et
al.,19 who claimed that the oxidation product MoO3 led to an
even unfavorably higher CoF than that of the as-deposited
MoN coating at both room and elevated temperatures, while
the sublayer oxygen-deficient oxides might be favoring slightly
lower friction. Hence, oxide-based coatings are unlikely to
result in ultralow friction.
As a consequence, from a design point of view, the studies

on high-temperature lubrication indicate that transition-metal
oxides, e.g., Magneĺi phases, are an inferior choice as compared
to the coatings based on TMDCs. For one thing, TMDCs are
superior lubricants than their oxidized counterparts at room
temperature and in the lower range above (CoF 0.02 vs >0.2);
for another, the oxides can be the byproducts because of the
oxidation of TMDCs when the latter are employed at high
temperatures. The partially oxidized products of TMDCs and
the undegraded TMDCs can act in synergy and give rise to
ultralubrication below 500 °C, as seen in the results reported in
Figures 2b and 7. Yet, oxides must play a secondary role in this
temperature range as they tend to be dynamically removed
during tribosliding, in agreement with refs 19 and 40. At ever
higher temperatures, TMDCs are supposed to be completely
oxidized to their TM oxides and/or related Magneĺi phases,
whose temporary presence can yield still acceptable CoFs
increasing from 0.02 to 0.2−0.6, provided that the bulk of the
coating is thermally stable.
4.2. Coating Failure above 500 °C. The remaining

question is why the WS2/a-C coating fails above 500 °C.
Detailed microstructure−composition−property relationships
need to be established to unravel the lubricating/failure
mechanism. Figure 9 shows the surface morphologies of the
WS2/a-C coating annealed at different temperatures up to 600
°C, as revealed by SEM. Figure 9a−d all shows the typical
domelike features (200 nm in diameter) of coatings produced
by magnetron sputtering, with a few small whitish dots

appearing on the sample annealed at 450 °C. These dots could
point to a gradual local oxidation at the coating surface. In
contrast, Figure 9e,f indicates that annealing at 500 °C or
higher temperatures induces a structural change, resulting in
smaller grains (<50 nm). In particular, the coating annealed at
600 °C becomes rather porous, tiny particles get agglomerated,
and many cavities appear on the surface (associated with easy
peel-off).
GI-XRD of these coatings after different annealing treat-

ments are presented in Figure S5 and show that different
phases occur. In line with the microstructure analysis reported
in Figure 9, the XRD spectra of the as-deposited coating and of
the ones annealed at 200 and 400 °C are nearly the same. They
show an asymmetrical broad (110) peak at around 2θ = 33°
with a long tail, which is commonly attributed to the
turbostatic stacking of WS2 basal planes.41 Note that in a
hexagonal lattice structure, the (00l) reflections correspond to
the ordering in the c-direction, while the (hk0) reflections
mirror the ordering in the basal planes. Provided that the
coherently diffracting domains are large enough, the stacking
of the a−b basal lattice planes in the c direction results in a
sharp peak at the position of the (100) reflection. Its tails
toward larger angles signal contributions of other reflections of
the (10l) family with l = 1, 2, 3....42 A broad peak indicates very
small coherently diffracting domains, characteristic of an
amorphous structure. For the sample annealed at 450 °C,
the (10l) of WS2 becomes even broader, and a weak
WO3(200) peak at 2θ = 24.7 ° can be seen. From 500 °C
onward, the WO3 phase dominates, indicating the complete
surface oxidation of WS2 into WO3 when the coating is
annealed above 500 °C for 1 h. The absence of the typical
basal planes (002) of WS2 at 2θ = 14 ° in all cases suggests that
WS2 decomposes; thus, the WS2 basal planes parallel to the
coating surface that favor low friction are no longer present.
The Raman spectra of the as-deposited and annealed

coatings are shown in Figure S6; weak peaks associated with
the E1g (∼306 cm−1) and A1g (∼421cm−1) vibrational modes
of WS2

12,43 can be distinguished except for the coatings
annealed at 500 and 600 °C. However, the as-deposited
coating and those annealed at 200, 400, and 450 °C all present
typical peaks associated with amorphous carbon; for instance,
the spectral region from 1000 to 1700 cm−1 in the as-deposited
coating can be deconvoluted into a D peak at around 1370
cm−1 and a G peak at 1560 cm−1,33,35 which are characteristics
of DLC phases. Note that the D peak is assigned to the
breathing modes of sp2 C in the rings, while the G peak is
ascribed to the stretching mode of all pairs of sp2 C both in
rings and chains.44 In contrast, for the coatings annealed at 500
and 600 °C, both WS2 and DLC spectral features are very
weak, and instead peaks at around 710 and 801 cm−1,
attributable to WO3,

12 dominate the spectra, in agreement with
the GI-XRD results reported in Figure S5 and the TEM results
shown in Figures S7 and S8.
The SEM, XRD, and Raman results discussed above all

point to a certain amount of oxidation occurring at 450 °C,
which is in disagreement with the excellent triboperformance
of the coating when tested while heating from room
temperature to 500 °C (the coating survives >2000 laps at
500 °C). These data thus indicate some degree of the coating
tolerance against oxidation during the sliding.
It is recognized that there is a significant reduction in

coating hardness when the oxygen content in the coating
increases and oxide phases appear. To check whether the

Figure 9. SEM images showing the morphologies of WS2/a-C
coatings before and after annealing at different temperatures for 1 h in
air: (a) as-deposited, (b) 200 °C, (c) 400 °C, (d) 450 °C, (e) 500 °C,
and (f) 600 °C.
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degradation of the mechanical properties influences the
adaptive tribological behavior, the nanohardness and elastic
modulus of the present coating were determined by nano-
indentation under different annealing conditions and are
shown in Figure S7. The as-deposited coating has the highest
hardness of about 12.4 GPa, and the coating annealed at 200
°C almost retains that hardness. The hardness decreased to 6−
7 GPa when the coating was annealed at 400 and 450 °C. The
further increase in the annealing temperature to 500 and 600
°C reduces the hardness to 3.8 and 3.3 GPa, respectively. Note
that Figure 8a,b indicates that the oxidized layer is about 330
nm thick, a value larger than the indented thickness of 200 nm,
implying that the latter two hardness values refer to the loose
oxidized layer that mainly consists of WO3. The modulus of
the coatings tracks the decreasing trend of the hardness as a
function of the annealing temperature and changes from 68
GPa for the as-deposited coating to 34 GPa for the one
annealed at 600 °C. Earlier work45 indicated that a TMDC-C
coating with a hardness of >∼4 GPa is sufficient to yield a
stable low-friction behavior. Consequently, the reduction in
hardness (from 12.4 to 3.8 GPa) cannot explain why the
coating fails above 500 °C. We propose that the annealing
process indeed “softens” the WS2/a-C coatings, and a reduced
hardness aggravates the wear rates, as confirmed by the deeper
wear tracks of the coatings but does not compromise coating
integrity and ultralubricity. In fact, the top “softened” porous
oxides in the top part of the coating get easily removed.
Figure S8 shows the TGA in air and in N2 of the WS2

powders removed from the target; the data confirm that WS2 is
stable up to around 500 °C in air and even up to 580 °C in dry
N2. This together with the morphology change at 500 °C
induced us to explore the chemical composition of the coatings
by EDS analysis; the results are listed in Table 1. For the as-
deposited coating, we found about 34 atom % C, 2 atom % O,
36 atom % S, and 28 atom % W; the coating annealed at 200
°C shares a similar chemical composition with a low oxygen
content, while coatings annealed at 400 and 450 °C showed a
moderate decrease in sulfur to ∼25 atom %. Figure S9 shows

that the increase in oxygen dovetails with the decrease in sulfur
in the coatings as the annealing temperature increases. In
particular, after annealing at 500 and 600 °C, the coatings
present a dramatic increase in the oxygen content (>50 atom
%), while sulfur is almost fully sublimed from the coating
(decomposition rate of 96.1%).
These changes can be further supported by the highly

surface-sensitive XPS data, as illustrated in Figure 10. The
spectrum of the W 4f core level region requires two
components for a good fit (Figure 10a). For the as-deposited
coating, the binding energy (BE) of ∼32.1 eV36 points to a
W(4+) valence state as expected for oxygen-free WS2, which
makes up 75.5% of the coating. The detection of some W(6+)
at a BE of ∼35.6 eV46 indicates the presence of a partially
oxidized phase (WO3) on the top surface of the as-prepared
coating because of contamination. For the coating annealed at
200 °C, the WO3 contribution becomes more substantial
(81.0%) in the top few nanometers of the coating analyzed by
XPS. The W(4+) valence state is no longer visible in the
coating annealed at 500 °C, indicating complete surface
oxidation. Similarly, the sulfur S 2p peak in Figure 10b consists
of two doublets, peaked at BEs of ∼162.1 and 163.5 eV and
corresponding, respectively, to S−W bonds and S−C
bonds;46,47 this confirms the presence of WS2 in the as-
deposited coating. The intensity of S 2p starts to decrease
when the coating was annealed at 200 °C and disappears when
the coating was subjected to thermal treatment at 500 °C.
The TGA, EDS, and XPS data all point to substantial

decomposition above 500 °C, confirming severe sulfur loss and
a consequent decrease in the S/W ratio (Table 1). Note that
sulfur content and S/M (M = W, Mo) ratios have been
identified as crucial factors in TMDC-based coatings to enable
the formation of enough lubricous phases for a favorable
tribological behavior.33,48 Stable ultralow CoFs of 0.02 have
been observed in the range S/W = 1.33−1.79.29 According to
Table 1, the as-deposited coating and the one annealed at 200
°C have a S/W ratio of 1.30. This ratio decreases slightly to
around 1.1 when the annealing temperature increases to 400

Figure 10. Typical XPS spectra of the (a) W 4f and (b) S 2p core level regions of the as-deposited WS2/a-C coatings and of the same coatings after
annealing at 200 and 500 °C, respectively.
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and 450 °C and drops to almost zero (0.04) for the coating
annealed at 500 and 600 °C. Obviously, if no more sulfur is
available, the formation of WS2 platelets is prevented. Our
work30 indicated that to realize ultralubrication, it is not
necessary to reach stoichiometric WS2 in the WS2/a-C coatings
and established a clear correlation between the S/W ratio and
the CoF, where CoFs tend to be <0.05 (in dry air at room
temperature) for all coatings with the S/W ratio of ≥0.95. In
tribotests above 100 °C, water molecules are quickly desorbed
from the sliding surfaces; this effect is equivalent to reducing
the humidity level of the atmosphere. Thus, at high
temperatures, the S/W ratio required to guarantee a low
CoF is the one for sliding in dry air. Also, apart from the S/W
ratio, a proper total content of sulfur (e.g., > 20 atom %) in the
coatings is also considered essential for the formation of WS2
phases leading to ultralow friction.30,49

4.3. Sustained Ultralubrication Mechanism. As far as
the lubrication mechanism of TMDC-based coatings in
tribology is concerned, there is ample evidence that the
orientation of the basal planes of TMDC parallel to the surface
in contact guarantees easy sliding.1 This regards both surfaces
in contact and hence also the in situ formed tribofilms on the
wear track (see Figures 3c and S2) as well as material
transferred onto the surface of the sliding counterpart (the so-
called transfer film). The sliding process induces a preferred
orientation in the contacting layer, so that WS2 with basal
planes oriented parallel in the tribofilm is generated during the
steady state. Figure S10 illustrates that when ultralubrication
conditions are achieved for the samples tested at 100, 200, 400,
and 450 °C and when ramping the temperature from 100 to
500 °C, there is always a buildup of a thick transfer film on the
Si3N4 sliding balls. Instead, for the samples tested at 500 °C,
the transfer film does not form (or is more likely damaged after
sliding 3000 laps), leaving the Si3N4 ball with a large wear scar
(see Figure S10f) that corresponds to a failure). Figure S11a
shows the typical Raman spectra of area 1, where an intense
WS2 spectral fingerprint characterizes the thick tribofilm, and
area 2 (without visible tribofilm on the wear track) lacks the
WS2 lines. The associated EDS (Figure S11b) also confirms
that some WO3 (comprising 28.8 atom % O) has formed in
the tribofilm, in agreement with the HR-TEM analysis of
Figure 7.
Figure 6 confirms that under loading a thin layer of

crystalline WS2 formed in the subsurface region of the almost
entirely amorphous as-deposited coating (Figure 1), tribostress
is therefore essential to induce the formation of the crystalline
platelets. In other words, the initial state of the WS2/a-C
coating (e.g., amorphous or crystalline, with basal planes
orientated parallel or perpendicular to the sliding surface) is
not a requisite for ultralubrication, in accordance with
simulation results for a W−S−N coating.50 However, whether
the reordered WS2 in the tribofilm is a newly formed material45

made of worn coating particles or the result of the direct
subsurface reorientation of the as-deposited coating material is
still not clear. Scharf et al.5 introduced two mechanisms: (a)
shear-induced reorientation of perpendicular edged planes (or
randomly orientated ones) and (b) an amorphous to
crystalline transformation yielding basal planes parallel to the
sliding direction. The former is a rotating or bending process
of existing TMDC nanograins into the sliding direction. Figure
6d and the high-magnification HR-TEM images of Figure 11
indicate that WS2 nanoplatelets tend to be newly formed at the
interface: in Figure 11a, only small WS2 platelets are

distinguished at this border, while larger crystalline platelets
are present in the upper region of the tribofilm (see solid
arrows). Figure 11b shows that in the tribofilm, there are fault-
free localized crystalline WS2 layers that are formed from
shorter WS2 nanoplatelets, which are joined by (partial)
climbing movement (⊥). Figure 11c shows newly formed WS2
nanoplatelets at an almost right angle to previous ones, which
clearly testifies against rotation or a bending-induced
reorientation mechanism. Furthermore, Figures 11d and S12
show that WS2 nanoplatelets several nanometers away from the
interface were joined into longer crystallites via unfaulting
reactions because of the shear of adjacent planes, leaving
“reoriented” (002) basal planes along the sliding direction. We
may speculate that under frictional contact, different WS2 units
can coalesce and debond simultaneously via the dynamical
atomic rearrangement (e.g., from an amorphous bulk coating).
This explains why when the tribofilms get thicker than ∼100
nm, the WS2 in the center part of the tribofilm/transfer film
starts to lose its crystallinity or recover a random distribution.
Some “convective-like” or “turbulent-like” densely but
randomly distributed WS2 were also reported in the middle
part of the tribofilm, suggesting the occurrence of relatively
easy localized sliding displacements between WS2 nano-
crystallites in the tribofilm.33,51

Since the location of the contact spots changes with time
and material may be transported, squeezed, and flattened, the
tribofilm in sliding contact is dynamic instead of static. During
the atomic rearrangements in the WS2 nanocrystals parallel to
the sliding direction, the dangling or unsaturated bonds at the
edge of WS2 basal planes will react with ambient oxygen to
form tribo-oxidation products such as WO3. A high-temper-
ature environment could facilitate the oxidizing process
(illustrated by ∼330 nm/L h at 450 °C in Figure 8a);

Figure 11. HRTEM micrographs illustrating the initial-stage atomic
rearrangement of new WS2(002) nanoplatelets: (a−c) several regions
at the tribofilm/coating interface; the solid arrows indicate the
transition from amorphous → random → ordering of WS2(002)
nanoplatelets; (d) long newly formed WS2 platelets in the tribofilm
above the interface: short WS2 units seem to join via local geometrical
defect climbing, resulting in a “reoriented” appearance. Some carbon
atoms seem to be intercalated between WS2 basal layers (see hollow
arrows in (d)).
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however, a consequent increase in friction will not occur if the
coating keeps its integrity and retains enough sulfur content
(<500 °C).
Most of the carbon is released from the contact33,35 during

sliding and turns into debris on the sides of the wear track,
while a few carbon atoms intercalate between WS2 planes (see
hollow arrows in Figure 11d) and cause the lattice to expand.
Figure 12 shows the schematics of the adaptive tribological

mechanism of WS2/a-C coating at high temperatures. This

self-adaption under high-temperature conditions is associated
with a dynamical removal of surface asperities, native and in
situ formed oxide layers, and continuous buildup and wear off
of tribofilm/transferfilm. The coating gets oxidized initially, but
the oxidized layer will be swiftly removed during sliding
(Figure 12a); meanwhile, the lubricating tribofilm at the wear
track and the transfer film adhering to the Si3N4 counterpart
ball are dynamically formed, establishing a nondirect contact in
between self-assembled WS2, which constitute the new
lubricating tribocouple (Figure 12b). Note that at relatively
higher temperatures, oxidation and fast removal of the oxidized
layers coincide, keeping an ultralow CoF of 0.02 at <500 °C
(provided the removal rate of oxides is faster than the
oxidation rate of the coating and the bottom coating retains its
structural integrity as to allow for the replenishment of WS2).
Figure 12c describes the formation and selective rearrange-
ment of WS2 units via unfaulting reactions (⊥) at the wear
interface from the as-deposited amorphous bulk coating. This
is accompanied by the release of the carbon from the contact
as well as small units of WS2 becoming ordered and joining
until a continuous WS2 film with basal planes parallel to the
sliding direction is formed. Above 500 °C, sulfur loss becomes
severe, causing insufficient sulfur supply for the formation of
WS2. The coating also starts to decompose thereafter and

becomes porous and easy to peel off. All of these result in high
friction and coating failure.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This study reports an ultralow friction, thermally resistant
WS2/a-C coating produced by magnetron sputtering, which
can provide reversible structural and chemical self-adaptations
to a broad range of ambient environmental conditions. The
key findings are summarized below:
(1) This chameleon-like tribocoating retains an ultralow

CoF (0.02) from room temperature to elevated temperature
up to 500 °C; it also exhibits reversible triboperformance at
room temperature after annealing to 450 °C.
(2) Oxides (e.g., WO3) formed at elevated temperature play

a minor role in lubrication as the oxidized surface layer is
removed dynamically during sliding. Instead, severe sulfur loss
and degraded thermal stability of the coating itself account for
the coating failure above 500 °C.
(3) The WS2 nanocrystallites form via selective atomic

rearrangement from the amorphous bulk and join into longer
crystallites because of defect climbing driven by frictional
contact; these crystallites account for the stable ultra-
lubrication. The initial orientation of WS2 in the as-deposited
coating does not influence the formation of well-functioning
WS2 tribofilms that result in ultralow friction.
(4) The CoF is temperature independent until the coating

thermally degrades above 500 °C, which makes this WS2/a-C
coating a promising candidate for aerospace applications
requiring long-lasting, stable ultralubricity over a broad range
of temperatures.
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Figure S1, In situ triboperformance of the WS2/a-C
coating at different discrete temperatures; Figure S2,
SEM micrographs showing the wear track morphologies
after the tribotests for 5000 laps at different testing
temperatures; Figure S3, SEM micrographs showing the
morphology of residual coating after in situ tribotesting
at 500 °C; Figure S4, SAED patterns of (a) the intact
tribofilm (b) oxidized tribofilm on the wear track of the
WS2/a-C nanocomposite coating tribotested at 450 °C
and (c) the same coating annealed in air at 450 °C for 1
h; Figure S5, GI-XRD spectra of the WS2/a-C coating
after different annealing treatments; Figure S6, Raman
spectra of the WS2/a-C coating after annealing at
different temperatures; Figure S7, Nanohardness (H)
and elastic modulus (E) of the WS2/a-C coating
determined from nanoindentation at different annealing
temperatures; Figure S8, TGA under different gas
conditions of pure WS2 powders taken from the target
used for the sputtering deposition; Figure S9, typical
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decrease in the S content of the WS2/a-C coating after
annealing at different temperatures; Figure S10, optical
microscopy images of the ball scars after tribo-sliding
under different conditions; Figure S11, typical Raman
spectra and indicative EDS spectra; Figure S12, HR-
TEM images (PDF)

Figure 12. Schematics of the adaptive tribological mechanism of a
WS2/a-C coating at high temperature (not to scale). The transition
from the running-in to ultralubricity involves the dynamical removal
of the thermally oxidized layer and the replenishment of lubricating
tribofilms at the wear track as well as of a transferfilm adhering to the
Si3N4 counterpart ball (a). These events trigger a nondirect contact
where the rearrangement of atoms into the WS2(002) basal planes
forms a self-assembled basal plane on the basal plane lubricating
tribocouple (b). (c) Selective rearrangement of WS2 units via
localized geometrical defects (⊥) dynamically at the wear interface
from the as-prepared amorphous bulk coating. Note the colored
atoms are bluetungsten, graysulfur, yellowoxygen, and pink
carbon.
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